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SUMMARY 

An account IS given of methods used ir, supersolua wux3 tunnels for 
observation of boundary layer phenomena, in partxdar of the sublimation 
and oil filn, techniques. Ewmples are given of the uses of these techniques. 

On the fixing of transltlon a rough gux%? is given for the minimum 
size of wire requred, wdh an eaple of the use of wires. 

The results of a brief experunent on the profile of an artificial&' 
promoted turbulent boundary layer are given. 
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I 1ntroauct1on 

Supersonrc wed tunnels are lirmted in slee and stagnation pressure 
by power requirements. Consequently many model tests are made in mnd 
turaels at Reynolds numbers well below those of the full scale aircraft 
or rnissde. At the full scale Reyndds numbers it 1s likely that the 
boundary layers vsllL be turbulent, whereas tests may be ConductW~ on 
models with laminar boundary layers. S~U~DX.IS results particularly in 
relation to shock induced bodary layer separation may thus be obtained. 
It is common z.n such cases to create transition by some device and SO 
obtarn a turbulent boundary layer. 

In a companion paper' the whole question of scale effects at subsonic 
ana transomc speeds has been discussed. In this paper, however, the ndn 
emphasis is on the techniques of observing boundary layer flow and Of fix- 
ing transltion, though some d~ouss~on 1s Included on the ef'fcots Of fi=W 
transltlon on the aeroilynarmc forces on a particular model. A brief' COP 
parIson 3.9 made of the flow in naturally, a~~3 artdYci.dly promoted, 
turbulent boundary layers. 

2 Methods of stu&ying boundary layer conditions 

2.1 General 

Some of the various methods whhlch have been used in the study Of 
bound.ary layer condltlons, that is whether the layer is latinar, turbulent 
or has separated are as follows:- 

(a) Cptlcal2'3 . 

(b) Acoustic. 

(c) Temperature recovery. 

(4 Surface pir,ot. tube. 

(e) EvaporatLon and sub3;unatlon techruques 4,5 . 

(P) Non-volatde liquid fdm techniques. 

Of these, the last two are favoured most In general win3 tunnel 
model testing because of their slmpllcity and flexibility. Thexr use is 
described in detail. If only two-dimens~onalmodels or bodies of revolu- 
tlon are consdered optlcal techniques may be superior since no Inter- 
ference with the model is required. A brief comparison is made between 
the surface pltot and sublimatron methods. 

2.2 Sublimation technique 

The evaporation technique has now been almost completely d~carded 
in model work, in favour of subllmatlon methods, The latter methods are 
more straightforward in use and give more clearly defined and more easily 
photographed results. The method briefly is to spray a solution of a 
sultablc solid on a model. In&cation of the state of the boundary layer 
is then shown by tile different rates of sublimation in different flow 
r&gmee. The requirements of the solids used are that they shall have 
the requisite vapour pressure, be reasonably vinrble and. 21~0, incidentally, 
be not toxic, A list of such solids is glvcn in R&.4. In continuous 
supersonic tunnels a slow indicator such as azobenzene is used, and a 
rapd indicator such as hexachlorethane is used In lnterm~ttent supersomc 
wind tunnels. A med~~~n indicator Lkc aoenaphthene would be used in 
subsomc and transonlc tunnels. 
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2.21 Use of azobenzene in the N.A.E. 3 ft x 3 ft Supersonic Wind 
Tunnel 

Considerable use has been made of azobenzene in the N.A.E. 3 ft x 3 ft 
Supersonic Wdl Tunnel, and. the methods adopted are described in some detail. 

In order to prevent excessive loads on the modelvrhilst the tunnel 
shock passes It, the tunnel is started and stopped at reduced stagnation 
pressure, and with the model at zero mncidence. During starting, the 
incidence is set to the required value as soon as the tunnel shock passes 
the model, and the stagnation prenswe 1s then increased. The time taken 
to reach normal test conditions is about 15 rriinutes. Most of this time is 
taken in running up to speed at reduced stagnation pressure. 

J?lve nnnutes are needed for the reverse procedure in stopping the 
tunnel.. The indicator pattern develgs in five to ten minutes at the 
usual stagnation temperature of 25Oc . The starting and stopping of the 
tunnel at reduced pressure has little ef'ftct on the pattern. 

Before applying the lndlcator all surfaces are thoroughly &greased. 
Aeobenzene as a 1% solution in 100/120 petroleum ether, is then sprayed 
to form a thin uniform film on the mcdel surface. The model is sprayed 
from a distance of 12 to 18 inches using a standard half-pint spray gun 
with a very slow rate of feed. Tlvs produces a thin crystallmne coat 
adhering firmly to the surface. Seven or eight successive applications are 
required to buzld up a film of the right thickness. If the gun is held too 
close to the surface, or If the feed rate is too fast, the azobcnzene will 
stdl be in solution as It reaches the surface. When this ooours a very 
coarse patch of azobenzene will form as the petroleum ether evaporates. 
This type of deposit does not adhere to the surface and it is advisable 
to clean It off entirely with a solvent and respray. After spraying, the 
model 1s lightly rubbed down wdh cotton-wool to remove any crystals large 
enough to cause premature transition. 

Fig.1 is a typical photograph of the pattern produced. It is of the 
upper surface of an unswept wing at 6' moidence, at a Mach number of 1.61. 
Over most of the wng the flow 1s larmnar. A band of turbulence spreads 
from the root leading edge across the wing. At the tips disturbances aris- 
ing from the vortices are shown, In the middle of the span the increase in 
density of the deposit from leading edge to trailing edge itioates the 
decrease in surface shear of the lsminar boundary layer. 

2.22 Use of hexachlorethane in Intemattent Supersonic Rind. Tunnels 

The short running time of intermittent tunnels demands an indicator 
of high vapour pressure. Hexachlorethane 1s the one most conanonly used. 
This 1s applied in the same manner as azobenzene except that the solvent 
used is acetone. It should be pointed out that hexachlorethane is slightly 
toxic and. should not be sprayed in confincd spaces. 

The technique is a lzttle more difficult than with nzobenzene as the 
hexachlorethanc sublimes fairly rapidly in free air (a coating will dis- 
appear zn five rr.inutes or so). The t unnel must be run inmediately after 
spraying if a reliable itioation is to be obtained. Risults very similar 
to Kg.1 can be obtained in running times of about ten seconds. 

* In tunnels in which the stagnation temperature can be controlled over 
a Tide range, the rate of subluxation can be varied, and by reducing the 
temperature sufficiently it is possible to 'freeze' the indicator pattern. 
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2.3 Non-volatile liquid film techniques 

The use of this technique i s consxlered to be complimentary to the 
sublimation method, The general principle is that the liquid film moves 
in the direction of the surfaoe shear on a model. It is thus of most 
value in showing the presence of any separation regions, which are 
mf!.zcated by an accumulatron of oil. It can also be used to indicate 
the surface streamlines (which may differ appreciably from the stream- 
1lne.s outside the boundary layer due to secondary flow effects). 
GenerallY a thin film of oil is smeared unifornJy over the model but 
if surface streamlines arc required it is better to apply the oil with 
a brush. 

Transition can also be seen with oil. In much the same way aS 
with an evaporation or sublimation method, the surface shear in a turbu- 
lent region rcay be sufficient to remove the oil there, whilst it remaXW 
in a lanmsr region. Occaslons.1 globules of oil may break away from the 
lammar region ad give rise to streammse streaks in the turbulent 
region. Alternatively, during the time before the oil is swept amY 
from a turbulent region, it is sometimes possible to see a difference in 
the wave pattern on the surface of the oil there, compared mth a laminar 
regzon. The wavelength in the lunar region is larger than that in the 
turbulent regrcn. 

In the use of this technique the practice has tended to differ 
slightly in continuous and intermittent wind tunnels, a heavier oil being 

favoured m thi3 contanuous tunnel, 

2.31 Use of 011 in the N.A.E. 3 ft x 3 ft Supersonic vind Tunnel 

A heavy oil (Shell Nassa 87 of viscosity Redwood 1 1050 at 140°F) 
is used. White titanium oxide is mixed with the oil to simplify 
observation, and a small amount of oleic acid 1s added as an antl- 
0oagLllant. The oil 1s suffislently viscous to be unaffected by the 
tunnel stopping and starting procedure. 

Pig.2 shows the lndicetron obtalned wrth oil on the same wing as 
Flg.1 under the same conditions. The pattern is very surular to Fig.1 
but a separation at the trailing edge IS now apparent. The spanwise 
front of oil at about 3C$ chord I.S thought not to be slgniflcant. It 
can be explained by the fact that the surface shear is high near the 
leading edge and dlmirushes ctordw%se. Consequently the oil near the 
leading edge is blown back f as-cer than that downstream and an accumula- 
tion results at some pomt. 

A different type of pattern appears in F1g.3. It shows the very 
complex flow on a sweptback wing at zero mncider~e and Mach number of 1.61. 

In Fig.4 the streamlines produced on a body near a wing root 

(cropped delta wing at 4" incidence and J&h number 1.61) are shown. 
The oil in this case was applied by a brush. 

2.32 Use of oil in Intermittent Supersonic Wind Tunnels 

i%uch lighter oils (Redwoodlabout 200) than in the continuous 
tunnel are used, and the type of bound layer flow is andrcated more 
by the type of wave pattern on the surface of the 0x1. A separation is 
shown in the same way by an accumulation of oil or by an upstream 
movement. The pattern must be observed whilst the tunnel is rur-ng, 
and transient phenomena are shown up as variations in the pattern. 
Stopping the tunnel largely destroys the indioation. 
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A ty-plcal photograph of the flow over a pair of wings, on one of 
whxh transltlon has been produced by a wire is given in Fxg.5. The 
photograph is of the pressure surface of a double wedge aerofoil at an 
incidence of 5' at a Mach number of 2.5. On the wing with larmnar flow 
a wave pattern is visible. On the other wing the oil has tended to form 
streaks. 

2.4 Comparrson of transition dctcrnunation by surface pitot tube 
and azobenzene 

F1g. 6 gives a comparison between the transltlon positlon on a j5' 
coni: at a free stream Maoh number of 3.25 as indicated by aeobenzene and 
by surface pltot. The results of two tests are shovn, one with the cone 
set at zero mcidsnoe ad the other with I0 xncidence. Both figures show 
that the transition boundary given by azobenzenc is the end of the 
leniinar region, i.e. the beglnning of the transltlon region. Thcolower 
figure shows the asymmetry In transition front which occurs for 1 nns- 
alignment. This points to the care which is necessary In setting up 
bodies of rcvolutzon on which boundary layer measurements are to be made, 
and also to the uncertainty involved If the transition posltion is 
determind on one generator only. 

2.5 Flow on a sweptback wing 

As an example of the useful information which can be obtalned 
sunply by flow observation, Figs.7 and 8 are presented. They show the 
flow at zero lncdence on a sweptback wxng at a hlaoh number of 1.61 and 
two Reynolds numbers. In fig.7 transition is shown to occl~p further 
forward over the inboard half of the span than at the tip. The extent 
of the forward movement incroascs slightly at the tigher Reynolds number. 

This forward movement is associated with streemwxe vortices, 
which can be seen more clearly in Fig.8, an enlargement of pert of the 
lower photograph of Fxg.7. 

3 Methods of' Fixing Sound.ary Layer Transition 

3.1 General 

The various methods which have been 'used for fixing transition are 
discussed briefly below. An analysis has been made of experiments using 
wires and this has led to a guide for the size of wire required. This 
analysis 1s given fully. 

(a) Discrete disturbances 

(i) Single wires are discussed in Section 3.2. 

(ii) Wltlple ridges or grooves. 

In general these are to be preferred to single wires since their 
size can be smaller and consequently the disturbances produced In the 
main stream are not so severe. Ihdgcs my consist of a series of wires 
stuck to the surface or of strips of plastic material formed between 
pieces of adhesive tape which are subsequently removed. This method is 
used In preference to strips of tape because it IS possxblc to produce 
ridges with sharp edges. Such ridges are more effcctlve for a given 
height. 

(b) Dlstrlbutcd rou,&ness 

This is usually applied by dusting carborun&mpowdPson a coating 
of adhesive. The carborudum does, however, tend to be eroded away in 
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time. At supersonic speeds it is found that the roughness height must 
be increased over that estimated. by low speed methods. 

6 (0) Air inJection 

This is probably the most elegant way of producing transition 
smoe the size of the disturbance can be varied by controlllng the a~? 
f 1OW. It is, however, of limited application to general models on 
account of the pipework involved. 

(d) External me% 

This covers methods in which the tunnel stream turbulence is 
augmented. A single lrilre ahead of a model has been used both subsoni- 
oally and supersonically. It ici not very successful supersonically aS 
large disturbances ar? propagated into the main stream whist 0d.Y a 
narrow wake 1s produced. 

3.2 A guide to the sise of transition wires 

3.21 Method of correlation 

Some investigations have been made at low speeds to find the 
minimum size of wire needed to fix transition7,S, but at high speed 
the selection of a suitable tire size has been a matter of trial and 
error. 

Some systematic tests on transitson wires have been made at high 
subsonic and supersonic speeds by Gibbings at N.A.E. The results are 
correlated here with published results of wing tests using transition 
tiresY-16, and other unpublished N.A.E. results, to provide a guide to 
the minimum size of wire needed to fix transition at Mach numbers UP 
to 3.0. 

An approtimate criterion for deterrmning the minimum size of wire 
needed to fix transition ;n 
Batson8. 

low speed flow has been given by Bryant and 
TLe criterion 1s: 

where RD is the Reynolds number based on the wnre diameter, and free 
stream flow conditions. More recently Tani and Hama 17 have published 
low speed data on the effect of wires on transition on a flat plate that 
confirm broe&ly this method of correlation. These results, covering a 
range of *me sacs, wire locations and free stream conditions, have been 
analysed to find approximately the critical values of RD at which transl- 
tlon first occurs at the wire. The critical values vary from 720460. 

A correlation of the results of Refs.8- 17 and the unpublished 
results of Gibbings and of other N.A.E. tests I s made in Fig.9 by plotting 
RD against Mach number. All results are plotted lrrespeotive of the 
type of test, and of wire location, which varied from 4$ chord to 55% 
chord. Details of the test data used for correlation are &iven in 
Table I. Falled symbols are used where transition occured at the wire, 
and unfilled symbols nhere transition was downstream of the TCre. In 
a few oases the crrtloalvalue of RD has been detotined and is 
denoted by a half filled symbol. 
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TABLE1 

Details of Test Data used for Correlation 

Author Type of Test Mach Nrmber Reynolds nuder Wire position Remarks 

Bryant and Batson 
(Ref.8) 

Two-aimens~onal wmg 
(t/c = 15%) Low speed 0.93 x IO6 

(chord) O.lo-0.53c 

Gamble 
(Ref. 9) 

25' swept wing 
(t/c = 12%) 0.49, 0.82 0.8-3.5 x IO6 O.O&- 0.37c !?ransition position by 

(chord) sublimation method 
Collingbourne ard 0 4.0 
Pin&r (Ref.10) 

swept tapered wing, 
p/c = lc$) 0.4 - 0.93 1.75 x I& 

(Mean chord) 0.120-0.28~ 

Richards andBurge 
(Ref.11) 

Trio-dimensional wing with 0.37 x 106 
suction slots. t/c = 16% Iovr speed chord 0.550 

Pearcey 
(Ref.72) 

Two-dimensional wing 
t,=-l 0 0.35 - 0.8 1 x lob - 1.8xlob O.O5c-0.30 

I ohord 

ul Ackeret, FeEtmann Curved plate in stream of 
and Rott (Ref.13) 

About 0.9 1.7 x 106 
varyzmg Mach number at wire (Plate length) 0.02.e 

8 
Cuming, Gregory 
and Walker (Ref.ll+) 

!iho-clmens~onal wing 
P/c = 1%) 

Lm speed 5.7 x 106 
M = 0.2 (chord) 0.05 0 

Chapman, %.m~row 
and Kester (Ref.15) 

Two-dimensional wing 1.5, 2.0 Vane& 
thickness varied 

p to 
3.1 z 3.5x10 (chord) 0.250 tiansltlon positlon by 

Harrin Short span aerofoil built 
(iunxoE?-a) 

China clay technique 

(Ref.16) round aircraft ting 0.71 0.04C 

Tani and Harm 
(Ref.17) 

Flat plate Low speed V&Z-led Varied Only crltxcal values of 
RD shown in Pig.1 

Gibbmgs 6Q" Delta wing 
(Unpublished) (VC = %I 

0.8, 1.6 
2.0 Varied 0.05c,0.1Oc. TransItion posltlon by 

oil flow method. 



3.22 The cratical value of RD 

The poants in Fig.9 lie either side of a faasly well defined 
critical curve depending on whether or not transition is fixed at the 
wire. It follows that Rn can be used as an approximate criterion to 
determine the minimum size of ware that will fix transition, independent 
of the wire position and the wing geometry. The critical curve is not 
expected to apply vrhen the wire is located in a region of severe pressure 
gradient. At subsonic speeds, up to a &ch number of about 0.9, the 
oritical value of I$, is roughly constant at 700. At supersonic speeds 
the critical value increases exponentially with M. There is no data 
wallable in the transonic range, but a rise in the critical value of s 
starting at about M = 0.9 is probable. 

This analysis is concerned only with the siso of wire needed to 
induce transation at the wire. It is possible that if the ratio of wire 
diameter to local chord is too large, undesirable scparatlons will occur 
at the wire. 

3.3 The effects of fzxing boundary layor transition on flow separation 
on a double wedge aerof'oil at 10~~ Reynolds number 

As an example of the application of transition fixing devices some 
results are given of measurements of pitckLng moment on a pair of wings 
mounted on a body. It was clear from measurements on the 'clean' wings 
that marked changes in flow were occurring betvrecn 0' ard IO0 incxlenoe, 
and a brief inircstigation of the flow pattern was made. 

The effects of boundary layers on the forces on aerofoils at 
supersonic speeds have been discussed fully by Zicnkiuncz 18. He has 
shown that large forward shifts of the centre of pressure canbe produced 
by separation occurring at low incadences. The effects dtinish as 
incidence increases and arc not veiy sipiflcat at large imidmces 
when the relative contribution to the lift of the suction side is 
l-d.Uc,d.. 

The vvings mere so mount&d on the body that their incidence 
relative to it could be varied, and the loads were measured on the wing 
panels only. The body diameter was I.25 inches and each vnng panel was 
of 1.373 inch%3 span and chord. The wing section was symmetrical double 
wedge of 8$ thickness/chord ratio. The hinge lint, about which the pitch- 
ing moment is measured, was at &G$ chord. 

ti%ves of pitching moment coefficient (referred to wang net area 
and chord) withbody at zero incidence are plotted against wing incidence 
in Fig.10 at Mach numbers of 2.0 and I?.@. The corresponding Reynolds 
numbers based on wing chord are 0.46 and 0.37 millions respectively. 

It ~~11 be seen that with the 'clean' wings there is a positive 
change in slope through a~ = 0. (The pitching moment is defined as 
positive nose up so that a positiv e change of gradient means a forward 
mOVemcnt of centre of' pressure.) Observations of flow pattern wore 
therzforc made using both sublimation and oil techniques. The interest- 
ing feature of the flow was a separatxon at the trailing edge on the 
suction f,w!z and this %vas shown bettor by the oil. On the assumption 
that thx scpar;ition was associated wath a 1,aminar boundary laycr,efforts 
Wcro made to elimUmte it by addang roughmss near the leading edge. 
The rOU&lcss consisted of a spa-se band of oarborwndum of height 
0.004" to 0.006" and 0.1" wldc starting 0.06" from the leading edge. 
At M = 2 this roughness was sufficient to elmznate the separationx 
34 It was also successful at M = 1.6. The results at thas Mach 
number have not been included. 
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This is shown by the change in the pitching moment curve and was 
confirmed by observation. 

At M = 2.!+8 the Same roughness produced little apparent change 
in the flow pattern and only a small improvement in the pitching moment 
curve (centre graph of Pig.10). This agrees with Fig.9 which shovus that 
the disturbance size must increase with Mach number. Various other 
types of disturbance were tried at this Mach number. Of these only 
wires proved successful. Three wwe smes were taken 0.005, 0.010 and 
0.015 inches, the wires being attached at about lC$ chord. AS till be 
Seen from the lovrest graph in Fig.10 there was a progressive straighten- 
ing of the pitching moment curves as thz mire s&e increased. Correspond- 
zngly, flow observation showed a reduction in tho separation. The largest 
wire produces an almost straight pitching moment curve and Pig.11 shows 
that the separation is almost completely eliminated. The photograph was 
taken of the suction side at an incidence of 6'; the lower wing only has 
a transition wire. 

The curve of Fig.9 indicates that a wire of 0.011 inches diameter 
would be required to produce transitIon and is thus fairly consistent 
with this experiment. 

The transitionwireis of significant size in relation to the wing 
being of over 1% chord diameter. It is clear from the pitching moment 
curves that these large wires do mo&fy the aerofoil profile. They 
produce an overall change in slope of the pitching moment c-lrve which 
corresponds to a forward shift of the centre of pressure of over 1% 
chord. This shift is in the opposite sense to that produced near zero 
incidence. The nose shock detaches at a lower incidence and the 
behaviour of the curves there is modified. 

It Ynuus appears that if' reliable results on centre of pressure 
poSition are required at low mcidcnces, and Mach numbers of the order 
of 2.5 and above with turbulent boundary layers, the Reynolds number, 
based on wing chord, should be appreciably higher than the 0.37 millionS 
ef this test. 

4 Validity of the artificial promotion of turbulent boundary layers 

4.1 General 

No experiments have been made specifically to check the validity 
of the artificial promotion of t bulent boundary layers. There is some 
evidence from work at the N.P.L. 8 that the pressure ratios for sepera- 
tion are roughly the same for artificial turbuient layers at lam Reynolds 
number as for naturally turbulent layers at high Reynolds number. In 
experiments where boundary layer thickness and skin friction are signifi- 
cant the natural and artificial boundary layers will not of esurse be 
equivalent. Ooles2* has shown that the local fraction cocffiolent at a 
given Mach number depends upon the Reynolds number based on the distance 
from the transation point (for values of this Reynolds number greater 
than 2 x 105) irrespective of how transition 1s produced. This implies 
that for flows at two different Reynolds numbers the turbulent skin fric- 
tion can be equivalent at one point only. 

In the course of an investigation of turbulent boundary layers on 
a cone, some brief tests were trade on the boundary layer profile with 
artificial transition. These tests are described. The nature of the 
tests was incidental to the main work and their adequacy was Judged. 
solely by the results. 
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4.2 The artiflcial1.y promoted turbulent boundary layer on a IO' cone 
at M = 2.45 

The primary requirement in this investigation was that the turbulent 
boundary layer should be extended as nearly as possible to the cone tip 
without separation or undue distortion. 

%o methods of Introducing the necessary disturbance were consiaered, 
a wire 'trip' and a rou@.ness band. The v~.re was abandoned for practical 
reasons, am3 mutual tents were made vnth a band of carborundm powder 
cemented near the tip. Thm method produced lnconslstent results because 
some of tne pder was emded away during the 00ur~0 of a test. Spcclal 
tips for the cone wcrc then made wltn screw thread type roughness elements 
as shorjn m Flg.12. These were machined with a spcc~.al tool and the 
thread profile was obtained using a standard screw thread projector. A 
number of tips were made mith variations of depth of roughness, Of area 
and of position of roughness band. However, a detailed. investigation Of 
these variations was not made, aAnd only results vnth the mst satlsfac- 
tory roughncns clement are given here. 

The tests were made in a tunnel of 5 inches square worl;mg section, 
at a free stream Mach number of 2.45, and Reynolds mmbcr per inch of 0.2Jt 
mllions. Fig.12 shows the depth of the roughness band which is of the 
same order as that of the displacement thickness of the lsiinar boundary 
layer on a smooth cone. The Reynolds numbers based on roughness depth d 
and displacement thickness ax are Red = 1270 and Redxf: 2C% 

The positron OP transition with the roughness band is shown 1n 
Fig.4 3 and compared vath that on a smooth oone under the same conditions. 
The virtual orz.gln of the turbulent boundary layer 1s moved upstream a 
dlstance of about I.-y Inches, the transItIon Reynolds number being reduoed 
by approdtely &.aib. The roughness band does not prdu~c izmdiate 
transition. 

At the time of the tests no great importance was attached to 
obtsining the highest possible transitIon Reynolds number on the smooth 
cone. The cone was made of perspex wrth a stalnless steel tip and a 
relatively poor joint between the two parts. In subsequent work a 15' 
cone of Staldess steel was used and this gave larger values of tranSi- 
tlon Reynolds number (see Fig.6). The lack of smoothness on the IO0 
oone may well have reduced the relative effect of the roughness element, 

Botiary layer velocity profdes in terms of % (the ratio of the 

velocity parallel to the surface at any poznt m the boundary layer to 
that rrmr,ediately outsidc the boundary layer), are given in Fig.14.. These 
are plotted aganst % , where 0 1s the momentu? thlcknoss, to eliminate 
the effect of the additional momentum loss incurred by the roughness 
element. For comparison the profile on the cone after free transition 
is shown. The profiles close to the roughness are nd accurate - the 
comparatively large size of pltot tubes then in use introduced size 
effects and distortion when me*surl.ng In a thin layer. 

For &stances greater than 4 inches from the tip (2.5 inches 
downstream of the roughness element) the velocity distributions are 
charactcrlstlc of turbulent boundary layers and show little difference 
Prom that for free transitIon. Turbulent boundary layer profiles were 
obtained at distances greater than 6.5 Inches from the tip of the smooth 
cone. 
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It appears from these results that a finite settling length is 
required downstream of a disturbance before a fully turbulent boundary 
layer develops. Insufficient velocity profiles are available to deter- 
mine this length exactly but it is between 1.5 Inches and 2.5 inches. 
The value Indicated by the surface pitot IS 2.0 Inches or, on a basis 
of Reynolds number, half a million, 

Similar results have been cbtainea a C, low speeds for example the 
tests of Klebanoff and Diehl21 on a flat plate. In these tests several 
devices were used to promote a turbulent boundary layer. Roughness 
produced by sandpaper glued to tbe surface was fourd to give least 
distortion of thr velocitjr profzle but a settling length was required. 
Wires attached to the surface were discarded because of the excessive 
distortlun of the velocity profxle. 

5 Concluiilng Remrks 

The usefulness of simple boundary layer flow observation teohnJ.ques 
has been demonstrated with examples. 

A rough guide has been gzven for the minxmun size of wire to create 
transition. It is likely that this rule implies that the transition 
region starts at the xxe and that fully developed turbulent flow does 
not occur for some distance downstream, Further experiments are 
required to determine the length of this region. From Fig.13 it 
appears to depend upon the method of creation of transltion. The 
Reynolds number based on the length of the transition regxon together 
with oonsideratlons of the size of obstacle required to create trs-nsi- 
tion should lead to a mirnnmm scale for model tests simulating full 
soale turbulent boundary layers. 

This note has not touched on the more difficult problem, which 
may have to be faced, of how to perform model tests mlth laminar boundary 
layers simulating full scale phemmena at higher Reynolds number% 
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FIG. 6. 

EXTENT OF LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER 

INDiLATED BY AZO-BENZENE. CONE INCIDENCE 0’ 

EXTENT OF LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER 
INDICATED BY AZO-BENZENE. CONE INCIDENCE + 1’ 

FIG. 6. TRANSITION DETERMINATION 
COMPARISON BETWEEN AZO-BENZENE INDICATION 
AND A SURFACE PITOT TRAVERSE ALONG THE 

TOP GENERATOR OF A IS* CONE. M,= 3.25. 
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